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A revised and expanded edition of the text that presents a justice-based ethics that avails itself of

the perspectives and experiences of those on the margins.
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The Rev. Dr. Miguel A. De La Torre is a professor of social ethics and Latina/o studies at the Iliff

School of Theology in Denver. In 2012 he served as president of the Society of Christian Ethics. His

the author of many books, including Reading the Bible from the Margins, Introducing Latina/o

Theology, Traits of Hope and Terror, and Latina/o Social Ethics.

This is one of the most difficult yet rewarding books I've read in years. I have to read a paragraph or

two, set the book down, digest, walk into the new space opened for me, and then come back to it

again later. I can't imagine how I got this far in Latino ministry, or any ministry, without having read

this book first. It both challenges my presumptions and confirms my intuitions. Although written

decades ago, it uncannily speaks to ethical issues of 2017.

This book will be a great resource for the adult unit on Christian ethics that I am leading. The

information contained was updated for this 2nd edition, and is timely and thought-provoking. It is not

easy reading in the sense of making the reader feel good, but it is understandable without an

academic background in the field. I am glad to add this resource to my library. De la Torres presents

a valuable perspective for anyone who wants to think more deeply about ethics and the world we



live in.

This is one of those books that one hates to love. It was very much an eye-opener, teaching me that

this world is not nearly as wonderful as I thought it was. Miguel de la Torre did an excellent job of

covering a variety of contemporary subjects that are so important to our society today. He caused

me to expand my view of those who are on the margins and gave solid case studies that in some

cases were shocking. This is a book that is neither focused on Democratic or Republican views, but

one that is based on the whole of our American - and indeed - the world today.

This book made me cry. It's very good and well written, but the subject matter is hard. The chapter

on the environment is especially hard. An almost overwhelming amount of statistics and information

on the horrors of environmental racism and just badly we've effed up the planet on multiple fronts.

The case studies will break your heart.

Excellent text. Well written, full of well-researched facts but readily accessible to undergrads. The

case studies as a means to apply the hermeneutical circle process are great practice. De La Torre

blends history with 21st century issues to state clearly that Christian Ethics means doing ethics from

the margins.

This book was in great condition and very good study to open our eyes as to how we are all really

connected

Thought provoking read
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